The Holy City has 12 gates. Each gate is made of a single, beautiful pearl. And at every gate there is an angel, making sure that only those who are good can enter the Holy City!

**Project Directions:**

- Cut out the pearl (large circle below).
- Cut out the angel on the next page using the dotted lines, or draw your own angel.
- Cut out the hinge for the gate (next page) and fold along the dotted line. Glue one half of the hinge to the inside of the pearl gate. Glue the other half to a piece of white or gold paper. The pearl gate should be able to open and close.
- Open the pearl gate and glue the angel onto the paper so that he is hidden when the gate is closed and can be seen when the gate is opened.

*Optional:* If you have pearlescent glitter, let your child glue some onto the gate to show its beauty!
The Angel Standing Guard at the Gate:

Hinge for the gate: